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ABSTRACT 
 
A huge sigh of relief can be heard throughout the SAS/GRAPH community with the introductory launch of ODS Graphics.  For 
those who use SAS/GRAPH, it may sometimes be referred to as needing endless lines of tedious code, and representing a 
language structure that can be difficult to use for beginners or those who use the software on just rare occasions.  ODS 
Graphics automatically whips out some really cool looking statistical graphics in many of the SAS/STAT and SAS/ETS 
procedures.  Don't get too excited yet though, because critical bells and whistles are still on the horizon, and SAS/GRAPH still 
offers the user a wide variety of powerful tools. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
SAS has really hit it big with its new ODS Graphics, an extension of ODS in SAS V9.1!  ODS Graphics (a.k.a. ODS for 
Statistical Graphics) provides a very simple mechanism with SAS/STAT and SAS/ETS procedures to automatically generate 
high-quality statistical graphics.  Perhaps the biggest perk of ODS Graphics is that it is not just limited to the statistical 
programmer, but in fact, can be utilized by statisticians and data analysts as well.  However, this does not mean that SAS 
users will no longer have a need for SAS/GRAPH, and ODS Graphics are not intended to replace SAS/GRAPH.  Both of these 
SAS components offer a great many tools that are targeted at separate audiences, and there will undoubtedly be plenty of 
room for both of these components in their current states as well as potential use for the future.  Depending on a programmer’s 
skills, needs, and expectations, these components could be either very ideal, or very inappropriate for a given task.  
Determining which SAS component to use will vary depending on the task at hand, the complexity involved, and the final 
presentation needs for the end user.  This paper compares some of the primary features of ODS Graphics and SAS/GRAPH.  
There are scenarios where both could be used for the same task, and there are cases when one is clearly better to be used 
than the other.  After reading this paper and implementing some of the discussed skills in real life, the user may decide for 
himself or herself when to go with ODS Graphics and when to stick with SAS/GRAPH. 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
This paper will discuss the emergence of the new ODS graphical features and the impact that these features have on 
SAS/GRAPH users as well as the statistical programmers for which they are intended.  Discussions will include the following 
topics: 
 

• Why Generate Graphics in SAS? 
• SAS/GRAPH vs. ODS Graphics - What are the Differences? 
• Target Audiences 
• Graphs Made Easy With ODS Graphics 
• Different Paths Leading to the Same Finish Line 
• Making Changes 
• Limitations 

 
Whether one is a beginner to either or both of these SAS component, or an advanced SAS user, this paper will give one a 
flavor for what both of these software components offer the SAS programmer.  After better understanding the power behind 
SAS/GRAPH and ODS Graphics, SAS programmers will be better equipped to “Wow” their bosses, co-workers, and even their 
friends! 
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WHY GENERATE GRAPHICS IN SAS? 
 
With so many graphical software packages out on the market that are often much easier to use, one may ask why generate 
graphics in SAS at all?  Any programmer who has attempted to use SAS/GRAPH for the first time (or the hundredth time!) 
probably would agree that this can be a difficult programming language to pick up.  Many hours may sometimes be spent trying 
to get SAS/GRAPH to do just the right thing – a little tweak here, a little tweak there – and this can go on, and on, and on.   For 
ODS Graphics, the user is presented with “fast and easy” statistical graphics, but the work required to modify these can be 
quite extensive and put one back in the same boat.  However, there is a big payoff to the SAS programmer when utilizing 
either of these components to generate graphics.  These payoffs include: 
 

• One is already working in a SAS environment 
• No export of the data is necessary 
• Repetition 
• Replication 

 
Obviously, it is nice for a programmer to work in an environment where he or she feels most comfortable.  Why prepare your 
family’s main dinner course in your kitchen, appetizers in your neighbor’s kitchen, and dessert in yet another neighbor’s 
kitchen?  This holds true for programming as well.  If it can all be done in SAS, then most programmers would tip their hats to 
this.  The most critical payoffs here are repetition and replication.  By weaving SAS macros into one’s programming code, 
the user has the ability to regenerate graphics on a routine basis, or apply across multiple projects.  For example, one may 
need to generate monthly graphical images showing some number of them over time where the graph titles and data need to 
automatically portray the most current month.  These could be run each month with little or no changes.  From another 
perspective, a user may need to make very detailed changes to a particular graph and then apply these exact changes to a 
similar graph in the future.  In SAS, the user can then easily apply the code to future data with little effort whereas in other 
software packages, the user may need to apply each specific change all over again.  For a one-time deal, perhaps another 
graphical software package may be the way to go if a few clicks will get the desired result.  But, if one anticipates needing to 
run graphics on data in the future, on subsets of the data, or on some type of routine basis, then both ODS Graphics and 
SAS/GRAPH can be of great value. 
 
SAS/GRAPH VS. ODS GRAPHICS - WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES? 

 
SAS offers two primary mechanisms of producing high-quality graphics – SAS/GRAPH and ODS Graphics.  On the surface, 
these mechanisms both have the ability to end up with the same results, but how can one distinguish between the two?  Let us 
examine several issues that may aid one’s comparison of the differences between SAS/GRAPH and ODS Graphics by looking 
at capabilities, push-button graphics, and procedure driven graphics. 
 
Capabilities 
 
Below in Figure 1, a table is provided that compares the capabilities of SAS/GRAPH and ODS Graphics.  Note that while ODS 
Graphics do not provide much use beyond standard statistical graphics, the software is extremely easy to use and very 
professional looking.  However, since ODS Graphics are only statistically oriented for now, they will provide very little help for 
the everyday “normal” programmer.  SAS/GRAPH will benefit all levels of programmers for all SAS components for a wide 
variety of presentations, but there may be a need for significant additional effort along with an understanding of the 
SAS/GRAPH language.   
 

Feature SAS/GRAPH ODS Graphics 
Standard Statistical Graphics Yes, but with some work Yes, very easily 
Standard Statistical Graphics w/Modifications Yes, but with some work Yes, but with some work 
Complex Statistical Graphics Yes, but with some work No 

Basic Bar Charts Yes, but with some work No 
Maps Yes, but with some work No 
Non-Procedure Graphics Yes, but with some work No 

Text (Annotations) Yes, but with some work No 
Three-Dimensional Graphics Yes, but with some work No 

Figure 1 - Comparison of SAS/GRAPH vs. ODS Graphics Capabilities 
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Push-Button Graphics 
 
The major difference between SAS/GRAPH and ODS Graphics is simply that one is automatic and the other is not.  With ODS 
Graphics, a user merely needs to specify and run the ODS GRAPHICS ON statement to magically generate graphic images 
quickly and easily.  If one chooses to utilize only the default graphics that are provided, then the process truly is push-button 
and no additional programming is needed.  ODS Graphics do make it possible for one to make modifications to a graph, but 
this can be difficult if one is not familiar with the graphical template language, and perhaps even impossible based on the 
limitations of ODS Graphics.  SAS/GRAPH on the other hand has huge flexibility to get exactly what the programmer desires, 
but there is no true push-button effect with this software.  This has long been an annoyance to SAS programmers who are 
unfamiliar with the SAS/GRAPH programming language skills needed to make changes, or even for those who are familiar but 
leery of taking the time needed to get the desired look for a particular graph. 
 
Procedure Driven Graphics 
 
The fact that ODS Graphics offers only procedure driven graphics (i.e. graphics in conjunction with SAS PROC output) may 
perhaps be the biggest distinction between SAS/GRAPH and ODS Graphics.  The graphical images generated by ODS 
Graphics are tied to very specific statements and options within SAS/STAT and SAS/ETS statistical procedures and the user is 
unable to go outside of these restrictions.  On the other hand, SAS/GRAPH has the capability to generate graphics by utilizing 
output datasets from a given procedure, or even generating any type of graph without running a procedure at all.  Despite this 
limitation with ODS Graphics, SAS does offer quite a variety of statistical graphics as shown below in Figure 2.  Note that all of 
these graphics were available in the SAS 9.1 version, and that additional graphics as well as modifications to existing graphics 
are planned for the future.  ODS Graphics are spread across SAS/STAT, SAS/ETS, and touch minimally on 1 BASE SAS 
procedure (PROC CORR) and 1 SAS High-Performance Forecasting procedure (PROC HPF).  One should review the ODS 
Graphics documentation if he or she is interested in exactly which graphics are provided with each procedure and how they 
correspond to the given analyses that are being run. 
 

Component Procedure Number of Graphics 
Base SAS  CORR  3 
SAS/STAT  ANOVA  1 
  CORRESP  1 
  GAM  2 
  GENMOD  2 
  GLM  2 
  KDE  6 
  LIFETEST  9 
  LOESS  10 
  LOGISTIC  20 
  MI  3 
  MIXED  12 
  PHREG  3 
  PRINCOMP  6 
  PRINQUAL  1 
  REG  13 
SAS/ETS  ARIMA  7 
  AUTOREG  10 
  ENTROPY  3 
  EXPAND  9 
  MODEL  8 
  SYSLIN  4 
 ROBUSTREG 4 
  TIMESERIES  24 
  UCM  27 
  VARMAX  8 
  X12  3 
SAS High-Performance Forecasting HPF 25 

 
Figure 2 - Procedures Supporting ODS Graphics 
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TARGET AUDIENCES 

 
ODS Graphics and SAS/GRAPH are two distinct components of SAS that are geared for two distinct audiences.  Let us 
explore these target audiences based on 3 important criteria:  the task, the programmer, and the expectations for presenting  
information.  It is only after these 3 areas are defined that one may determine the appropriate SAS component to utilize. 
 

Criteria for Choosing SAS Component 
1.  The Task 
2.  The Programmer 
3.  The Presentation 

 
The Task 
 
Quite simply, ODS Graphics are perfect for the fast and easy presentation of statistical graphics, and SAS/GRAPH is perfect 
for presenting unique graphics that must adhere to very detailed specifications.  Customizations are possible with ODS 
Graphics, but an in-depth understanding of the graphical template language is necessary, and spending many hours to figure 
out how to make just one or two minor changes may not sound appealing to most programmers.  On the other end, 
SAS/GRAPH provides huge flexibility and can pretty much be applied to ANY task.  This being said, users also need to know 
the ins and outs of this language as well to really take SAS/GRAPH to its limits. 
 

Component Purpose 
ODS Graphics Provide a fast and easy mechanism to generate statistical graphics 
SAS/GRAPH Provide a mechanism to generate graphics for a wide variety of presentation needs 

 
The Programmer 
 
It is important to make a distinction here between the types of programmers that need graphics since it is actually the data that 
are of a statistical nature, and not necessarily the programmer.  While the major emphasis of ODS Graphics is on statistics, 
this extension of ODS Graphics can still be beneficial to both the statistical programmer AND the non-statistical programmer.  
Similarly, SAS/GRAPH can be utilized by both audiences as well. 
 
Statistical programmer 

 
While the statistical programmer may have a broad knowledge of the many SAS tools that are provided, a major focus for this 
type of programmer is generally procedure based.  The statistical programmer must understand how to flow relevant data into 
a procedure, and then how to extract and/or interpret data flowing out of a procedure.  It is this type of programmer who will 
likely benefit the most in this early stage of ODS Graphics development with helpful graphics that are automatically generated 
so that the statistical programmer may focus on the statistics, and not on the details of the presentation. 
 
Non-statistical programmer 
 
The non-statistical programmer may have very little understanding of the statistical arena and may in fact be quite intimidated 
by this field of study.  Luckily, such a programmer can easily generate supporting graphical work automatically for the actual 
requester such as a statistician or data analyst.  In many such cases, the statistician or data analyst will drive the analysis 
while the programmer is responsible for the technical aspect of presenting the data.  The programmer may need to perform 
some data step work to create derived variables and/or categorized variables, but as for the statistical procedure itself, little or 
often no training is necessary.  Without ODS Graphics, the programmer would need to (1) extract needed data from the 
statistical procedure, (2) manipulate the data if necessary, and (3) generate graphics using SAS/GRAPH.  Unfortunately, a 
non-statistical programmer will probably not have a clear understanding of how to generate these types of graphics because 
it’s often not obvious where the numbers are coming from to even import the data into a SAS/GRAPH program, not to mention 
the fact that the programmer would need to have in-depth knowledge of SAS/GRAPH to make such fancy graphics. 
 
The Presentation 
 
The final look of a graphical image can bear much weight as to whether one chooses to use ODS Graphics or SAS/GRAPH.  
Both offer high-quality graphics, but one must consider whether these are needed for merely internal distribution, or for a much 
higher level such as important meetings, client reports, or journal publications.  Quick looks with few or no changes should 
definitely come from the ODS Graphics arena, while significant graphical tweaking is an optimal job for SAS/GRAPH. 
 

Component Expectations of Presentation 
ODS Graphics Generate a limited number of high-quality graphics that require little or no change. 
SAS/GRAPH Generate a wide range of high quality graphical images with the perfect look. 
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GRAPHS MADE EASY WITH ODS GRAPHICS 
 
Regardless of one’s skills with SAS/GRAPH, or any other software package that produces statistical graphics, one should be 
very impressed with some of the fast and easy graphics that can be produced to show complex statistics with ODS Graphics.  
The true magic of ODS Graphics comes out in the four examples below as one sees just how easy it is to generate graphics 
within SAS/STAT.  Would one want to (and could one) program these in SAS/GRAPH?  Perhaps, but some amount of effort 
would be necessary.  The statistical graphics shown below are all easily generated by just including the ODS GRAPHICS ON 
statement before the procedure and ODS GRAPHICS OFF after the procedural code.  Output can then be directed to a given 
destination such as HTML, PDF, and RTF files (e.g. enclose code with ODS RTF File=”filename” and ODS RTF CLOSE). 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Example 3 - Sample PROC ANOVA Graphic Example 1 - Sample PROC ROBUSTREG Graphic  
  

 
    

ods graphics on;  ods graphics on;  
   proc anova data = Clover;    proc robustreg data = Class plots=all;  
      class strain;       class name; 
      model Nitrogen = Strain;       model Weight = Height;  
   run;    quit; 
ods graphics off; ods graphics off; 
  
  
  
Example 4 - Sample PROC LOGISTIC Graphic Example 2 - Sample PROC KDE Graphic 
  

  
  ods graphics on;  

ods graphics on;     proc kde data = Class; 
   proc logistic data=Data1;       bivar Weight Height / plots=all;  
         model disease/n=age / scale=none                                     quit; 
            clparm=wald clodds=pl rsquare outroc=roc1;                       ods graphics off; 
         units age=10;           graphics estprob;     run; 

 ods graphics off; 
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DIFFERENT PATHS LEADING TO THE SAME FINISH LINE 
 
SAS/GRAPH and ODS Graphics take very different paths although they do often end up at the same finish line.  One may 
wonder, why SAS doesn’t just generate the one-time SAS/GRAPH code (or incorporate the code written by others) and use 
that for repeated runs in the future rather than investing so much time and money into the research and development work to 
develop ODS Graphics.  Given that the user understands the basic SAS/GRAPH code to accomplish this task, the approach to 
take really depends on what the programmer is comfortable with as well as what types of modifications are planned for the 
future.  Let us review 3 examples of how SAS/GRAPH can already do what ODS Graphics markets as a “new” SAS 
component.  However, while these examples clearly illustrate that SAS/GRAPH can do basically the same thing as ODS 
Graphics, the issue that really stands out is that SAS/GRAPH takes a tremendous amount of additional code to get the same 
results. 
 
Example 1 – Comparison of a basic plot of residual points 
 
Our first example is a “Residuals By Regressors” plot that may aide a user of PROC REG.  Figure 3 shows the code for 
generating an automatic graph (plot shown in Figure 7 on next page) while Figures 4 and 5 are needed to produce the same 
result in SAS/GRAPH using PROC GPLOT (plot shown in Figure 8 on next page). 
 
ods graphics on;  
   proc reg data = Class;  
      model Weight = Height;  
   quit; 
ods graphics off; 

 
Figure 3.  ODS Graphics – Code To Produce Graphic In PROC REG run 

 
 
proc reg data = Class;  
   model Weight = Height;  
   output out=outreg p=what  r=resid;  

 
Figure 4.  SAS/GRAPH – Step 1:  Code to generate graph data from PROC REG run 

 
 
proc gplot data=outreg; 
   plot resid*height 
      / haxis=axis1 vaxis=axis2 frame vref=0 CFRAME=yellow; 
     axis1 label=(height=2.9 font=swiss 'Height')  
              minor=none 
              order=(50 to 75 by 5) 
             offset=(2,0) 
              value=(height=2.5 font=swiss '50' '55' '60' '65' '70' ' '); 
      axis2 label=(height=2.9 
               font=swiss 'Residual') minor=none 
               order=( -20 to 20 by 10) 
               offset=(2,5) 
               value=(height=2.5 font=swiss); 
   symbol1 font=swiss value=o h=2.4 interpol=none; 
   title 'Residual by Regressors for Weight'; 

 
Figure 5.  SAS/GRAPH – Step 2:  Code to generate graphic using data from PROC REG run 

 
 
Note that the data points for the graph are provided in the OUTREG output dataset as shown in a sample listing of 5 
observations shown in Figure 6 below.  These data originate from the SAS provided CLASS sample dataset. 
 

Obs    Name       Height    Weight    Age      what        resid 
 

1    Alfred      69.0      112.5     14    126.006    -13.5062 
2    Alice       56.5       84.0     13     77.268      6.7317 
3    Barbara     65.3       98.0     13    111.580    -13.5798 
4    Carol       62.8      102.5     14    101.832      0.6678 
5    Henry       63.5      102.5     14    104.562     -2.0615 

 
Figure 6.  Listing of first 5 observations from OUTREG dataset generated by PROC REG. 
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Below are the resulting graphics portraying the residual by regressors that were generated with data from PROC REG for ODS 
Graphics (Figure 7) and SAS/GRAPH (Figure 8).  Besides a few cosmetic details, there are no major differences between 
these two graphs. 
 

 
 

Figure 7 –  Residual plot generated by ODS Graphics 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

Figure 8 – Residual plot generated by SAS/GRAPH 
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Example 2 – Comparison of ACF Plot With Confidence Limits 
 
Let us now review an example of an autocorrelation graph produced with PROC ARIMA in SAS/ETS as shown in the SAS 
documentation, “Statistical Graphics Using ODS in Version 9 (Experimental).”  Note that PROC ARIMA is a procedure within 
SAS/ETS that “predicts a value in a response time series as a linear combination of its own past values, past errors (also 
called shocks or innovations), and current and past values of other time series.”  The SAS statements in Figure 9 are taken 
directly from the documentation as well as the graphic that is automatically generated with ODS Graphics (plot shown in Figure 
13 on next page).  The same result is achieved with SAS/GRAPH using PROC GPLOT (plot shown in Figure 14 on next page) 
after taking 2 additional steps of calculating confidence intervals (Figure 10) and setting up an annotation (Figure 11) to 
automatically display the number of observations. 
 
ods graphics on; 
   proc arima data=airline; 
      identify var=logair(1,12) nlag=15; 
   run; 
ods graphics off; 

Figure 9.  Example Code From SAS Documentation 
 
 
proc arima data=airline; 
   identify var=logair(1,12) nlag=15 outcov=outcov; 
run; 
data outcov2; 
   set outcov; 
   limit=1.96*stderr;  output;    /* upper limit */ 
   limit=-1*limit;         output;    /* lower limit */ 
run; 

Figure 10.  Step 1 - Creating a File For SAS/GRAPH 
 
 

 

data anno; 
   length function style color $ 8 text $ 25; 
   function='label'; x=15; y=24; 
   text='Nobs = 131'; style='swissb'; size=1.0; 
   position='6'; output; 
 
proc gplot data=outcov2 anno=anno; 
   plot corr*lag limit*lag / 
      overlay frame vaxis=axis1 haxis=axis2 nolegend; 
   axis1 label=(angle=90 rotate=0 font=swissb 'Correlation') 
         order=(-0.25 to 1.00 by 0.25) 
         value=(font=swissb) 
         minor=none offset=(7.6,2); 
   axis2 label=(font=swissb 'Lag') 
         order=(0 to 15 by 5) 
         value=(font=swissb) 
         minor=none offset=(1,1); 
   title1 font=swissb h=5.0 'ACF Plot'; 
   symbol1 v= font=swissb h=1.0 interpol=needle line=1 w=2.0 mode=include; 
   symbol2 v= font=swissb h=1.0 interpol=join line=33 w=2.0 mode=include; 

Figure 11.  Step 2 – Generating the graphic with PROC GPLOT Code 
 
 
Note that the data that make up the graph are very straightforward as shown in the ODS autocorrelations table below (Figure 
12) where the correlations and standard error values are used for plotting (the first 3 of 15 repeated observations are shown). 
 

Autocorrelations 

Lag Covariance Correlation Std Error Limits 

0 0.0020860 1.00000 0 0 and -0 

1 -0.0007116 -.34112 0.087370 0.17 and -0.17 

2 0.00021913 0.10505 0.097006 0.19 and -0.19 
 

Figure 12.  Listing of 3 observations from OUTCOV2 dataset. 
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Below are the resulting ACF plots produced with ODS Graphics (Figure 13) and SAS/GRAPH (Figure 14).  Again, these two 
graphics are nearly identical cosmetically, and exactly the same in terms of the data that are presented.   
 
 

 
 

Figure 13 – ACF plot generated by ODS Graphics 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
 

Figure 14 – ACF plot generated by SAS/GRAPH  
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Example 3 – Comparison of Analysis of Covariance Plots 
 
Our third example of comparing similar endpoints for ODS Graphics and SAS/GRAPH looks at analysis of covariance plots 
that may be generated through PROC GLM.  Note that by merely issuing the COV option within the LSMEANS statement as 
shown in Figure 15 below, ODS Graphics automatically generates the graphic (plot shown in Figure 18 on next page) while 
SAS/GRAPH gets the same job done after performing a few extra steps (plot shown in Figure 19 on next page). 
 
ods graphics on; 
   proc glm data=class; 
      class age; 
      model height=age weight / solution; 
      lsmeans age / stderr pdiff cov out=adjmeans;  
   quit; 
ods graphics off; 

Figure 15.  Example Code From SAS Documentation 
 
Here, one achieves the same graph with SAS/GRAPH by first utilizing the OUTPUT statement to generate an output dataset 
with the predicted values.  Next, these data are merged with the original data containing height and weight information and 
then further manipulated so that separate records are assigned for each age group such that separate lines may be generated 
in PROC GPLOT and merely overlaid on top of each other as shown in Figures 16 and 17 below. 
  
proc glm data=class; 
   class age; 
   model height=age weight / solution; 
   lsmeans age / stderr pdiff cov out=adjmeans;  
   output out=pout predicted=py1-py6; 
quit; 
 
data adjmeans2; 
   merge class(in=a) pout(in=b); 
   by name age; 
   array heights{3} height11-height13; 
   array weights{3} weight11-weight13; 
   array ps{3} pyg1-pyg3; 
   do i=1 to 3; 
      if age=(i+10) then do; 
         heights{i}=height; 
      weights{i}=weight; 
   ps{i}=py1; 
   end; 
   end; 
   label 
      pyg1='Age 11' pyg2='Age 12' pyg3='Age 13' 
   height11='Age 11' height12='Age 12' height13='Age 13';       
run; 

Figure 16.  Step 1 - Creating a File For SAS/GRAPH 

 
legend1 label=(h=2 font=swissb ' ') cborder=black value=(font=swissb h=2) down=2; 
proc gplot data=adjmeans2; 
   plot pyg1*weight11 pyg2*weight12 pyg3*weight13 height11*weight11 height12*weight12 height13*weight13 
      / haxis=axis1 vaxis=axis2 frame overlay legend=legend1 cframe=white; 
   axis1 label=(height=2.9 font=swissb 'Weight') 
      minor=none 
    order=( 50 to 130 by 10) 
      offset=(2,0) 
      value=(height=2.5 font=swissb ' ' '60' '  ' '80' '  ' '100' ' ' '120' ' '); 
   axis2 label=(angle=90 rotate=0 height=2.9 font=swissb 'Height') 
      minor=none 
      order=(50 to 70 by 5) 
      offset=(2,0) 
      value=(height=2.5 font=swissb '50' '55' '60' '65' '  '); 
   symbol1 font=swiss value=none l=1 h=2.7 interpol=r color=blue; 
   symbol2 font=swiss value=none l=2 h=2.7 interpol=r color=red; 
   symbol3 font=swiss value=none l=3 h=2.7 interpol=r color=green; 
   symbol4 font=swiss value=o h=2.7 interpol=none color=blue; 
   symbol5 font=swiss value=+ h=2.7 interpol=none color=red; 
   symbol6 font=swiss value=x h=2.7 interpol=none color=green; 
    title 'Analysis of Covariance'; 

Figure 17.  Step 2 - PROC GPLOT Code 
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Below are the resulting Analysis of Covariance plots produced with ODS Graphics (Figure 18) and SAS/GRAPH (Figure 19).  
Again, these two graphics are nearly identical cosmetically, and exactly the same in terms of the data that are presented.   
 
 

 
 

Figure 18 – Analysis of covariance plot generated by ODS Graphics 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

Figure 19 – Analysis of covariance plot generated by SAS/GRAPH 
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MAKING CHANGES 
 
We’ve just shown three examples where two very different processes are used to get the same result.  But, what if one wants 
to make changes to the graphics?  It is here that ODS Graphics still needs to catch up with SAS/GRAPH which offers the user 
endless possibilities of enhancements, some of which are quite simple to use. 
 
Comparison of Changing the Title 
 
Let us say that we would like to now change the title of the graph.  This is a most common request and one that a programmer 
of any level can do across multiple SAS components and procedures.  Below are the steps necessary to perform this task in 
both SAS/GRAPH vs. ODS Graphics to make the same modification. 
 
Changing the Title in SAS/GRAPH  
 

Period Code Needed 
Before TITLE1 "Residual by Regressors for Weight";                         
After TITLE1 “Ultramarathon Running – Analysis of the JFK 50 Miler”; 

TITLE2 “Residual by Regressors for Weight”; 
 
Changing the Title in ODS Graphics (Templates) 
 
Step 1 - Enter ODSTEMPLATES (or ODST) on the command line 
Step 2 - Click on Sashelp.Tmplmst 
Step 3 - Click on Reg 
Step 4 - Click on Graphics 
Step 5 - Right-Click on ResidualPanel and select Edit 
Step 6 - Change the ENTRYTITLE statement to the desired title (shown in circled code below) 
Step 7 - Right-Click, Click on Run, Click on Submit 
 
proc template;                                                                 
   define statgraph Stat.Reg.Graphics.ResidualPanel;                           
      notes "Residual by _XVAR6 plots";                                        
      dynamic _XVAR1 _XVAR2 _XVAR3 _XVAR4 _XVAR5 _XVAR6 _NROWS _NCOLS          
         _NAXISCOMP _ISINMODEL1 _ISINMODEL2 _ISINMODEL3 _ISINMODEL4            
         _ISINMODEL5 _ISINMODEL6 _MODELLABEL _PANELLABEL _DEPLABEL;            
      layout lattice / rows=1 columns=1;                                       
         sidebar / align=top;                                                  
            layout overlay / padbottom=5;                                      
               entry _MODELLABEL / halign=left valign=top;                     
               entry _PANELLABEL / halign=right valign=top;                    
               layout gridded / columns=3 valign=top;                          
                  entrytitle "Residual by Regressors";                            entrytitle “Ultramarathon … “ 
                  entrytitle "for";           
            entrytitle _DEPLABEL;                                        
               endlayout;                                                      
            endlayout;                                                         
         endsidebar;                                                           
         layout lattice / rows=_NROWS columns=_NCOLS rowgutter=10 vrange=      
            UNIONALL;                                                          
            if (_NROWS=1)                                                      
               rowaxes;                                                        
               axiscomp label="Residual";                                      
            endrowaxes;                                                        
            endif;                                                             
            if (_NROWS=2)                                                      
               rowaxes;                                                        
               axiscomp label="Residual";                                      
               axiscomp label="Residual";                                      
            endrowaxes;                                                        
            endif;                                                             
            if (_NROWS=3)                                                      
               rowaxes;                                                        
               axiscomp label="Residual";                                      
               axiscomp label="Residual";                                      
               axiscomp label="Residual";                                      
            endrowaxes;                                                        
            endif;                                                             
            if (_ISINMODEL1^=.)                                                
               layout overlay / yaxisopts=( display=none ) xaxisopts=(  
               display=ALL );                                                         
               lineparm slope=0 yintercept=0 / extreme=true linecolor=         
                  GraphReferenceLines:foreground linethickness=                
                  GraphReferenceLines:linethickness linepattern=               
                  GraphReferenceLines:linestyle;                               
               scatterplot y=RESIDUAL x=_XVAR1 / markersymbol=                 
                  GraphDataDefault:markersymbol markercolor=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:contrastcolor markersize=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:markersize tip=( OBSERVATION RESIDUAL       
                  _XVAR1 );                                                    
            endlayout;                                                         
            endif;                                                             
            if (_ISINMODEL2^=.)                                                
               layout overlay / yaxisopts=( display=none ) xaxisopts=(  
               display=ALL );                                                         
               lineparm slope=0 yintercept=0 / extreme=true linecolor=         
                  GraphReferenceLines:foreground linethickness=                
                  GraphReferenceLines:linethickness linepattern=               
                  GraphReferenceLines:linestyle;                               
               scatterplot y=RESIDUAL x=_XVAR2 / markersymbol=                 
                  GraphDataDefault:markersymbol markercolor=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:contrastcolor markersize=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:markersize tip=( OBSERVATION RESIDUAL       

                  _XVAR2 );                                                    
            endlayout;                                                         
            endif;                                                             
            if (_ISINMODEL3^=.)                                                
               layout overlay / yaxisopts=( display=none ) xaxisopts=( 
               display ALL );                                                         
               lineparm slope=0 yintercept=0 / extreme=true linecolor=         
                  GraphReferenceLines:foreground linethickness=                
                  GraphReferenceLines:linethickness linepattern=               
                  GraphReferenceLines:linestyle;                               
               scatterplot y=RESIDUAL x=_XVAR3 / markersymbol=                 
                  GraphDataDefault:markersymbol markercolor=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:contrastcolor markersize=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:markersize tip=( OBSERVATION RESIDUAL       
                  _XVAR3 );                                                    
            endlayout;                                                         
            endif;                                                             
            if (_ISINMODEL4^=.)                                                
               layout overlay / yaxisopts=( display=none ) xaxisopts=( 
               display=ALL );                                                         
               lineparm slope=0 yintercept=0 / extreme=true linecolor=         
                  GraphReferenceLines:foreground linethickness=                
                  GraphReferenceLines:linethickness linepattern=               
                  GraphReferenceLines:linestyle;                               
               scatterplot y=RESIDUAL x=_XVAR4 / markersymbol=                 
                  GraphDataDefault:markersymbol markercolor=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:contrastcolor markersize=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:markersize tip=( OBSERVATION RESIDUAL       
                  _XVAR4 );                                                    
            endlayout;                                                         
            endif;                                                             
            if (_ISINMODEL5^=.)                                                
               layout overlay / yaxisopts=( display=none ) xaxisopts=( 
               display=ALL );                                                         
               lineparm slope=0 yintercept=0 / extreme=true linecolor=         
                  GraphReferenceLines:foreground linethickness=                
                  GraphReferenceLines:linethickness linepattern=               
                  GraphReferenceLines:linestyle;                               
               scatterplot y=RESIDUAL x=_XVAR5 / markersymbol=                 
                  GraphDataDefault:markersymbol markercolor=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:contrastcolor markersize=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:markersize tip=( OBSERVATION RESIDUAL       
                  _XVAR5 );                                                    
            endlayout;                                                         
            endif;                                                             
            if (_ISINMODEL6^=.)                                                
               layout overlay / yaxisopts=( display=none ) xaxisopts=( 
               display=ALL );                                                         
               lineparm slope=0 yintercept=0 / extreme=true linecolor=         
                  GraphReferenceLines:foreground linethickness=                
                  GraphReferenceLines:linethickness linepattern=               
                  GraphReferenceLines:linestyle;                               
               scatterplot y=RESIDUAL x=_XVAR6 / markersymbol=                 
                  GraphDataDefault:markersymbol markercolor=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:contrastcolor markersize=                   
                  GraphDataDefault:markersize tip=( OBSERVATION RESIDUAL       
                  _XVAR6 );                                                    
            endlayout;                                                         
            endif;                                                             
         endlayout;                                                            
      endlayout;                                                               
   end;                                                                        
run; 
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This basic example of changing a title may cause leeriness among many programmers although once one gets the hang of it 
as well as takes advantage of saving and reusing templates, the process could perhaps be easier to use and to understand.  
Other changes within the template language for ODS Graphics can be difficult if one does not know where to go.  There is 
apparently quite a lot of flexibility with the graphic template language, but unfortunately at the time of the writing, detailed 
documentation was still in the development phase and not yet available. 
 
Comparison of Making Other Changes 
 
Now let us say that the requester has reviewed the graph and would also like some specific changes to be made.  This now 
enters the “complex” arena because a main purpose of the ODS Graphics is to get people a quick and easy feel of the data.  
To the typical programmer, such changes can be quite difficult, if not impossible, without putting in significant time and effort. 
On the surface and at the time of this writing, it appeared that the user could do very little in terms of making detailed 
modifications or selecting various options within ODS Graphics without a great deal of effort.  However, there is considerable 
documentation planned by SAS in the future for these currently undocumented changes including: 
 
• Inclusion and exclusion of specific graphics provided as the default 
• Customizing titles and labels 
• Modifying features such as colors, line styles, tick marks, grid lines, fonts, graph sizes, and other graphic elements 
 
On the other hand, SAS/GRAPH currently provides extensive documentation on every possible detail along with an exhaustive 
array of useful examples.  It is very easy for the expert SAS/GRAPH user to make changes and even for the beginner this 
process can be straightforward once he or she figures out where to look for answers.  Nearly every possible component of a 
SAS/GRAPH image can be modified to some extent either through the SAS/GRAPH software itself or by incorporating some 
type of macros or a unique trick of one’s own. 
 
 
LIMITATIONS 
 
Before taking advantage of the power of either SAS/GRAPH or ODS Graphics, users should first understand the limitations of 
these tools.  While one SAS tool may look more appealing at first glance, it is sometimes not until one gets to the finish line 
and beyond that the realizations set in regarding important limitations.  Users should be aware of experimental release issues, 
understanding the ins and outs of the data trail, the usefulness of the tools, and finally, tasks that just can’t be accomplished 
within the software’s current state. 
 
Experimental Releases 
 
As of the time this paper was written, ODS Graphics were still considered to be an “Experimental Release” in SAS V9.1.  This 
not only indicates that significant changes could potentially be made to the existing system, but it also is a way for SAS to warn 
users that the graphics may not even be correct.  So, what benefit do these graphics actually provide the user?  The vast 
majority of companies throughout the world (including the author’s workplace) will not allow experimental software to be used in 
a production environment and this seems rightfully so since it is hard to imagine producing work for a client that may or may 
not be correct!  Therefore, one must remember that, whenever seeing such warning messages from SAS, extreme caution 
should be used. 
  

Sample Warning Messages in 9.1 ODS Graphics 

WARNING: This is an experimental release of the TIMESERIES procedure. It has not had the same level of 
testing as other components of the SAS system. 
WARNING: Statistical graphics displays created with ODS are experimental in this release. 

 
 
Understanding the Ins and the Outs 
 
Before presenting graphics to anyone, a programmer really needs to be aware of what he or she is presenting.  With so many 
factors going on behind the scenes, it can be quite simple for one to misinterpret the information that has flowed into or out of 
ODS Graphics as well as SAS/GRAPH.  So, the key here is understanding the data going into and out of the various steps 
necessary to generate high quality graphics.  Using the “push-button” approach is just too easy to get an inappropriate or even 
incorrect result without fully understanding the procedural statements and options that have affected the graphics.  For 
example, if one were to run PROC LOGISTIC on 100 records where a given variable was missing for 90 of the records, then 
the resulting ODS Graphics would be generated based on the remaining 10 records with no indication that the population size 
had dropped dramatically.  A not so careful programmer may just distribute what SAS spits out and say “here are the 
graphics.”  Additionally, the requestor of a given output may not want to receive all of the bells and whistles that come along 
with ODS Graphics.  If only a single graph is relevant to an analysis, then the user must understand which graph this is as  
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well as understand how to “turn on” or “turn off” the other graphs that are automatically generated by default.  New users to 
ODS Graphics should investigate available documentation for this on/off feature when wanting to customize their graphic 
presentations.  Basically, the following issues are important when understanding the ins and outs of the data and the 
corresponding graphics: 
 
• What data are going into the procedure? 
• What data are coming out of the procedure? 
• What statements relate to what graphics? 
• What options relate to what graphics? 
• How do various combinations of statements and options affect the graphics? 
• What data have been excluded from the graphics? 
• Does the graphic speak for itself? 
 
Once the programmer understands the many detailed ins and outs of the data and the corresponding procedures, one can be 
more knowledgeable and confident with the presentation of information. 
 
Does the Average Programmer Really Need All of This Stuff? 
 
Granted, ODS Graphics does spit out quite a few fancy images.  One drawback though is that many of these images only 
apply to a very small group of SAS users – primarily very statistical.  So, the majority of SAS programmers really do not need 
to look at something as specific and detailed as influence plots generated by PROC LOGISTIC shown below as Panel 1, Panel 
2, and Panel 3.  Most likely, 99% of SAS users will never need these graphs, not to mention the fact that the users wouldn’t 
even understand the graphics if they saw them.  These graphics can be “turned off” rather than getting them with the default 
output, but it may be tedious and even difficult to accomplish this task in ODS Graphics under the current experimental 
release. 

   
 
Things You Can’t Do With ODS Graphics 
 
At the time of this writing, there was great functionality in place for ODS Graphics, although there was little documentation to 
show a general user how to work his or her way through the system.  Despite the fast and easy statistical graphics that are 
generated with ODS Graphics, one should be aware of things that ODS Graphics just can’t do as compared to SAS/GRAPH.  
Four primary features that are easy to accomplish in SAS/GRAPH and not ODS Graphics are (1) annotation, (2) mapping, (3) 
basic bar charts representing counts and/or percents, and (4) elaborate customized graphics that are not based on a SAS 
procedure. 
 
Annotation 
 
Although a bit clumsy, tedious, and difficult at times, the annotation feature is something that ODS Graphics users will surely 
miss.   SAS/GRAPH allows one to incorporate text into a graphic image in a manner that allows extensive flexibility with the 
opportunity to add that little extra bit of information that may better explain a graphical image.  The annotation within 
SAS/GRAPH allows the user to specify: 
 
• Type of annotation (e.g. label) 
• Exact coordinate on the X axis 
• Exact coordinate on the Y axis 
• Text to be placed within the graph 
• Style 
• Size 
• Position 
 
By incorporating these specifications into the SAS/GRAPH annotation feature, a programmer may further “wow” his or her co-
workers by adding any type of further notes that are needed whether simple or complex, constant or dynamically data driven.
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Mapping 
 
A key area that ODS Graphics does not yet replicate is the quickly evolving mapping feature of SAS.  This feature has taken 
leaps and bounds in recent years to make mapping much easier for the SAS user.  Below, one can see a very basic example 
of a United States map displaying the distribution of just a few subjects from a hypothetical survey.  One can define graphs 
even more detailed, or wider out in a global sense as all countries are represented in the SAS map libraries. 

 
 

Basic Bar Charts Representing Counts and/or Percents 
 
Bar charts are one of the main foundations of SAS/GRAPH and one in which a huge audience of SAS users have a need for.  
Note that SAS/GRAPH allows the user to present bars in a variety of manners with as many accompanying details as needed.  
A future integration of ODS Graphics with a basic base SAS procedure such as PROC FREQ would be extremely useful to 
SAS users. 
 

     
 
Elaborate Customized Graphics That Are Not Based in a SAS Procedure 
 
For the experienced SAS/GRAPH user, the sky is the limit to what can be accomplished.  The graph below shows how distinct 
features and the incorporation of macros can produce an elaborate customized graphic comparing odds ratios across 
multiple studies.   Note that this graph is automated to run on varying numbers of studies and subjects.  The graph combines a 
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variety of SAS tools and incorporates them into multiple processes to generate graphs for varying projects, studies, 
populations, and notes.  The programmer ignored the limitations of SAS/GRAPH and presented information including the 
following: 
 
• Automatic generation of SYMBOL statements based on the number of participating studies 
• Automatic generation of shape sizes within SYMBOL statements to show population sizes 
• Automatic connecting of multiple lines to form horizontal confidence intervals (SAS/GRAPH provides only vertical)  
• Automatic generation of value symbols for special confidence intervals (less than the lowest or highest axis value) 
• Automatic generation of footnotes for special study exceptions 
 
Unfortunately at this point in time, it is not possible to perform such operations with ODS Graphics although the future does 
offer much promise. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In today’s world, complex graphics are not only needed, but are required if software companies hope to gain a significant share 
of business in the statistical software industry.  SAS has continued to successfully meet its users’ expectations for these 
graphics in both SAS/GRAPH and ODS Graphics.  The ability to present information in a high-quality graphical format that is 
fast, easy, and flexible is an essential ingredient for today’s SAS programmer and ODS Graphics has taken a big step toward 
moving SAS in this direction.  For those needing to generate complex graphics with the potential for significant changes, 
SAS/GRAPH will continue to be the way to go for quite some time.  Those who only need very specific statistical graphics 
presented as they are (what you see is what you get) should be all set to satisfy their needs and impress their peers with ODS 
Graphics.  To continue to please wider audiences, SAS would benefit greatly by incorporating the ODS Graphics technology 
into some of the simpler, more frequently used SAS procedures.  Providing a few basic bar charts within PROC FREQ would 
be something that many users could benefit from now.  This being said, ODS Graphics definitely would be the easier route to 
go if one does not want to go through (or know how to go through) the extra steps needed to generate the same graphics with 
SAS/GRAPH.  With these exciting new graphics presented in the early development of ODS Graphics, the SAS world will 
undoubtedly look forward to additional graphics that are useable by wider audiences, are more flexible, and simpler to modify.  
This author gives ODS Graphics a big thumbs up, but remember, don’t throw out all your SAS/GRAPH programs! 
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